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are under way or being planned for the next few years. American educational leaders are particularly distressed at the financial plight of the colleges and universities. They see a strengthening of democracy in the continuance of the American college and they believe that democracy needs the leadership found in higher education today more than ever. It is only with the continued help and support of the American people that this system of higher education will remain.

E. D. P. Courses
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ship of government and industry, domestic and international economy, and sociological development.

Participation in the Executive Development Program is limited to recipients of Sloan Fellowships. Nomination by an employer is a prerequisite, since employers cooperate in the program by sponsoring these men and by providing successful candidates with a year's leave of absence and financial aid. Fellows are drawn from both large and small companies in various types of industry. Candidates Selected By The Institute. Candidates must be between the ages of 30 and 35 and they should have at least five to ten years of industrial experience, with part of this experience in a managerial capacity. Fellowship winners will be selected on a competitive basis by The Institute after consideration of the applicants' records and references and after consultation with their employers.

Awards range up to $3,800 for married men. Fellows will be in residence at the Institute in Cambridge from June 1953 to June 1954.

Begun in 1931 within the M.I.T. Department of Business and Engineering Administration, the Executive Development Program now has the increased resources and facilities for management education provided by the new School of Industrial Management. In this environment and with an increase by the Sloan Foundation, the funds available for the program, the Executive Development Program will in 1953-54 serve two groups of 15 to 18 fellowship recipients.

Week of Seminars

The year's work in the Executive Development Program is built upon a series of seminars dealing with statistical problems of management, economic and governmental relations, and social and political implications. The educational resources of the School of Industrial Management are supplemented by those of the Department of Economics and Social Science. In addition, a distinguished group of industrial, governmental, and labor leaders meet with the Sloan Fellows to present some different types of industrial operations.

Large part of the members of the Executive Development Program as a group follow identical courses of study; but there is also time for elective subjects to meet special interests within the group, to serve areas in which certain fellows develop a certain variety and to more effectively adjust to strengths and weaknesses of individual members.

Lead to Master's Degree

The program may be arranged to meet the requirements of the degree of Master of Science in Industrial Management with the addition of an individual study of a specific management problem and its presentation as a thesis. Complete information on the Executive Development Program and application blanks for Sloan Fellowships may be obtained from the Director of the Executive Development Program, M.I.T., School of Industrial Management, 50 Memorial Drive, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.

New Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!

HERE'S WHAT TO DO:

1. Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station. Fill out the application they give you.

2. If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to take a physical examination.

If you can make the grade, the U.S. Air Force will award you a commission, your wings and pay you over $5,000 a year!

CAN YOU "take it" 6 days a week? For 52 weeks? Can you meet the high standards required to be an Aviation Cadet? If you can — then here's a man-size opportunity! An opportunity to serve your country and build a personal career that will fit you for responsible positions both in military and commercial aviation.

It won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation Cadets is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard, play hard — especially for the first few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a pro — with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air Force, with pay of $5,300 a year. And this is only the beginning — your opportunities for advancement are unlimited.

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE?

To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you must have completed at least two years of college. This is a minimum requirement — it's best if you stay in school and graduate. In addition, you must be between 19 and 26½ years, unmarried, and in good physical condition.

YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN PILOT OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

If you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering.

Where to get more details: Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer.

OR WRITE TO: AVIATION CADET HEADQUARTERS, U. S. AIR FORCE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Air Force